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Chapter VI of the book "American Young Adult Novels and Their European 
Fairy-Tale Motifs" is presented. It examines the motif of deception in fairy 
tale stories. Fairy tales, or folk tales, are stories told by common folks, like 
peasants, fishermen, mothers and grandmothers. The storytellers were 
usually uneducated and their literacy was limited. Fairy tales illustrate the 
characters, customs and beliefs that the storytellers encounter every day. 
Therefore, the tricksters, among the kings, princes, or farmers, could easily 
become the heroes in many fairy tales. Examples of stories that illustrate 
the deception motif include "Cinderella," "The Brave Little Tailor" and "Puss 
in Boots."
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Chapter VI: The Deception Motif 

What image comes to one's mind when one thinks about a "fairy-tale hero"? A brave 
young man, blond maybe, stands on the top of a hill, slaying a dragon. Tall and 
handsome, this hero is a prince from a far away kingdom. He is a man with virtues. But if 
we look at the fairy tales closely, the heroes are not always honest. Instead, many of 
them are cheaters, phonies, or, sometimes, cowards. These types of fairy-tale heroes 
become wealthy and marry the beautiful princess through deception( n1), which is a 
folktale motif identified by Thompson in his index.

Before we begin to examine the fairy tales with the motif of deception, we need to 
understand the nature of the fairy tales. Fairy tales, or folk tales, are stories told by 
common folks, like peasants, fishermen, mothers, and grandmothers This oral tradition 
is passed down from one generation to another. The storytellers were usually 
uneducated and their literacy is limited. When they tell the stories, they usually include 
the elements found in their daily life or in their desires. For example, "Cinderella" is 
probably one of the most popular fairy tales in the world. In almost every culture, one 
can easily identify a "Cinderella" story in its fairy-tale collection. In the German version of 
"Cinderella" story collected by the Brothers Grimm, Cinderella goes to the party with the 
help of two white pigeons, who were sitting on the hazel tree beside her mother's grave. 
In Charles Perrault's French "Cinderella" story, a fairy godmother orders Cinderella to 
pick out a pumpkin from the garden and to release mice from the mousetrap. With her 
magic wand, the godmother turns the pumpkin into a fine coach and the mice into 
horses (Dundes, 14-21). In the Gift of Colored Corn, a "Cinderella" story told by Native 
Americans, a tall green corn plant appears and gives Powin-Povi, the heroine, beautiful 
clothes to go to the feast (Grammer, 1-9). In the Native American culture, a corn plant is 
a common sight. So are the hazel tree and white pigeons in Germany and pumpkin and 
mice in the French countryside.( n2) Even though the story lines of "Cinderella" in each 
culture are the same, some elements change from one culture to another.

The comparison of the "Cinderella" story shows that fairy, tales illustrate the characters, 
customs and beliefs that the storytellers encounter every day. Therefore, the tricksters, 
among the kings, princes, or farmers, could easily become the heroes in many fairy 
tales. "Puss in Boots" may be a fascinating tale with a talking cat wearing a pair of boots. 
If we examine the story carefully, we will find that the miller's youngest son and his cat 
are nothing but phonies (see the story synopsis in Chapter II). First of all, the cat goes to 
the king, fabricating the story of his master as a wealthy count, even though he is 
actually poor. After the miller's son knows how the cat gets the money, he plays along 
with the cat's scheme instead of blaming the cat for lying to the king. The cat, then, hides 
away his master's shabby clothes and tells the king that they were stolen while his 
master swimming in the lake. The cat knows too well that people are often judged by 
their appearances. When the king has the miller's son wear his royal clothes, the miller's 
son looks decent before the king and the princess falls in love with him immediately. The 
cat threatens to have the people in the meadow, the wheat field, and the forest to lie to 
the king that all the lands belong to the false count. The biggest scheme the cat devises 
is to trick the sorcerer to turn himself into a mouse, which he then eats fondly. When the 
king arrives in the castle, the cat claims the castle belongs to the count. The king is very 
impressed with the count's fortune and marries the princess to him. In this tale, the 
miller's son and his cat advance from penniless to royalty by nothing but bluffing.

No fairy tales illustrate the theme of the trickster better than "The Brave Little 
Tailor" (KHM 20). A tailor kills seven flies that stayed on his jelly bread. He is so proud of 
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himself that he embroidered the words on his belt: "Seven with one blow". Wanting 
everyone to know about his bravery, he sets out to the world. At first, he meets a giant, 
who reads the tailor's belt and thinks that the tailor has just slain seven persons. The 
giant wants to test his courage and suggests contests: to squeeze a stone, to throw a 
stone far into the sky, and to carry a tree on their shoulders. The tailor cheats in every 
contest. He squeezes a piece of cheese instead of a real stone, throws a bird in the sky, 
which never comes down, and pretends to carry the tree with the giant because the 
latter can not turn around to see him. The tailor travels to another kingdom. Because of 
the "seven with one blow" sign the tailor wears, people in the country think he must be a 
brave man and recommend him to the king. The king asks him to kill two giants, a 
unicorn, and a wild boar in his country. Upon finishing the tasks, he may marry the 
princess and inherit half of the kingdom. Instead of telling the king the truth: seven 
actually means seven flies, the tailor boasts about his bravery before the king and sets 
out for his task. Infuriating the giants, he tricks them into killing each other. Standing 
before the tree, he captures the unicorn by having the beast stick its horn in the trunk. 
He traps the wild boar inside a chapel. The king keeps his promise. And the little tailor 
becomes the heir of his kingdom.

Deception is the main theme in Bruce Brooks' The Moves Make The Man (See book 
synopsis in Chapter IV). The two protagonists Jerome Foxworthy and Broxton (Bix) 
Rivers like different ball games and they have their reasons. Jerome likes basketball 
because it is the game that requires its players to make different fake moves to win. 
"Hoops is for the tricksters" (11) Jerome thinks. It is the moves that fascinates him; and 
the moves make the man. For Jerome, the same principle should work in real life, even 
though he only uses in the basketball court. Jerome dislikes baseball. It is a straight 
game and requires no tricks. Then, Jerome meets Bix, a baseball shortstop who is 
obsessed with the truth. Bix is fond of baseball and knows nothing about basketball. 
When Jerome tries to teach Bix about basketball, Bix is willing to learn everything but the 
moves. For Jerome, the moves is the essence of the game. For Bix, it is dishonest to 
trick one's opponent even though it is just a game. Because of this disagreement the two 
friends stop seeing each other for a while.

One day, Bix shows up in Jerome's secret basketball court. He asks Jerome to be the 
referee of the basketball match between him and his stepfather. Bix's mother is in a 
mental hospital and his stepfather does not allow Bix to visit her. Bix challenges his 
stepfather, a former college basketball player, for a match. If he wins, he wins the rights 
to visit his mother. Jerome is nervous for Bix. If Bix insists on playing the game straight, 
he is bound to lose the game.

The first half of the game goes as Jerome predicts--Bix is losing the game. Then, Bix's 
stepfather begins to tell Jerome a story about Bix's obsession with truth. Being mentally 
unstable, Bix's mother entered Bix's bedroom one night, naked and holding a knife. 
Feeling insecure of herself, she asks Bix whether he loves her. Bix gave her a honest 
answer "No", because he did not love the way she was at that very moment. Bix's 
answer triggered her madness and she cut her wrist with the knife. Because of this 
incident, Bix's mother had to enter the hospital and now his stepfather prevents him from 
seeing her. If Bix had lied or, at least, concealed the truth, nothing would have 
happened. Even though being truthful is a virtue, being cunning belongs also to the art of 
life. The fairytale heroes know this theory. If the youngest miller's son had told the truth 
to the king, he would have never married the princess. If the brave little tailor had played 
fair and square with the giant, he might have lost his life immediately.

The story told by his stepfather may have reminded Bix of the mistake he made with his 
mother. Maybe Bix really want to win his rights to see his mother. From that moment on, 
Bix becomes a brand new person: a master of deception. When the basketball game 
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resumes, he tricks, he fakes, and he bluffs. He beats his stepfather in the game. He, 
then, applies the moves in real life and practices it at Jerome's dinner invitation. The 
dinner is set on the night before Bix visits his mother in the hospital. Jerome wants a 
nice dinner in a family atmosphere for Bix, who is having family problems and may face 
something worse in the hospital tomorrow. Bix, on the other hand, uses the invitation as 
an opportunity to practice his moves. First of all, he brings a mock apple pie as a dessert 
for the dinner. Jerome knows that Bix despises mock apple pie, because it is not 
genuine. Hiding his true opinion, Bix boasts about how good a mock apple tastes. What 
really makes Jerome angry is that Bix lies in front of the host family throughout the 
dinner. Instead of being his moody and quiet self, he is charming and chatty. He makes 
all the fight gestures as well as compliments at the right moment. To impress the family, 
Bix even changes the way he talks: he uses words and greetings that are commonly 
used by African Americans. Jerome is angry with Bix for being untruthful.

What Jerome does not know is that the dinner is just a prelude to a bigger move Bix is 
going to make in the hospital. When Bix walks toward his mother's bed in the hospital, 
Jerome is stunned to see the beautiful mother he saw once on a baseball field has 
turned into a walking skeleton. It is even worse that she does not recognize Bix as he 
stands right before her. Bix is disappointed to see his mother's reaction. Learning from 
the past, Bix conceals his true feelings, turns around, and gives the flowers he prepared 
for his mother to an old lady in the same hospital room. He pretends to be the old lady's 
son, hugging her and crying, while his own mother sits there and watches his 
performance. She even comments on how pitiful it is that the old lady does not know her 
own son. He, then, turns around and walks out of the room. As soon as he leaves, the 
mother comes to realize who Bix is. By the time everyone calms her down, Bix is already 
gone. He simply disappears. No one knows his whereabouts. The deception has helped 
him to leave the miserable life with his stepfather behind and to start a new life.

Notes 
(n1) Thompson. Motif-Index of Folk-Literature. (K).

(n2) For more information about the "Cinderella" story around the world see Dundes, 
Alan, ed. Cinderella: A Case Book. Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1988.
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